
The Advent of Biotechnology: 
Implications for Southeastern 

Agriculture 

Civilization may stand on the edge of a biotechnological 
revolution that could affect virtually every area of the environ-
ment. Because much research so far has focused on high 
value-per-acre crops like cotton and tobacco, the Southeast 
may be one of the first areas to benefit from the new research. 
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"No new industry will make more of an impact on America...in the 
next 20 years than the gene-splicing business,..." The Futurist, June 
1982. 

Freezing weather! Two especially ominous words for southeastern 
crop producers in 1983. Unusual freezes both early and late in the 
year inflicted heavy damages on fruit and vegetable growers. Tender 
vegetables were virtually wiped out when a Christmas-day freeze 
reached all the way to the normally safe winter cropping areas of 
Florida. 

If the tomato could somehow withstand the cold temperatures as 
does its cousin the Irish potato, the damage from untimely frosts 
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could be greatly diminished; even potato plants 
vary considerably in their ability to withstand 
freezes. What home gardener has not observed 
that a few plants appear relatively untouched by 
a freeze when next door neighbors along the row 
have turned black and fallen over? The difference 
is probably due to variations in the genetic 
material inside each living organism that deter-
mines its characteristics. 

That genetic material, and progress researchers 
are making in changing it, now offers hope that 
frosts may one day be less destructive to such 
tender plants as tomatoes. In fact, wild tomato 
plants have been discovered growing in moun-
tainous regions of South America that can with-
stand frosts.1 But the fruit these freeze-hardy 
plants produce is a hard little inedible berry. And 
although domestic varieties of tomatoes can be 
crossed with this wild relative, the freeze-hardi-
ness of the offspring seems of little value if the 
fruit is useless. Over limitless generations of 
selection and recrossing, plant breeders might 
eventually succeed in getting most of the desirable 
fruit qualities of domestic tomatoes and the 
characteristics of freeze-hardiness grouped to-
gether in one plant. Butthe immense excitement 
of biotechnology, and specifically genetic engi-
neering, is the potential to shortcut this long, 
tedious, and usually disappointing selective breed-
ing process. 

Researchers believe they eventually will be 
able to identify the specific gene that induces 
freeze-hardiness in the wild tomato plant and 
transfer that genetic material directly into the 
nucleus of the cell of a domestic tomato. The 
resulting plant would retain its desirable fruit 
characteristics while incorporating the wild plant's 
cold resistance. Freeze-hardiness, as well as other 
favorable characteristics, would then be passed 
along in a natural way to its offspring. 

The economic implications of this one achieve-
ment for the tomato plant alone are important 
for the winter-grown vegetable industry. But this 
only hints at the biotechnological developments 
already beginning to emerge on the agricultural 
scene. Although work of this nature is proceeding 
rapidly in both the plant and animal kingdom, we 
will confine this article to the background of 
biotechnological research and some of the more 
prominent developments relating to commercial 

'"The Race to Breed a Su pertornato, " Business Week. January 10,1983, 
p. 34. 

crop production. We also will suggest some 
implications for southeastern agriculture. Develop-
ments in the livestock industry will be explored 
in future issues. 

Biotechnology. What is it? 
The science of genetics, which is the wellspringof 

biotechnology, orginated with the Austrian monk 
Cregor Mendel, who in 1866 published the first 
"laws of genetics." Mendel's observations resulted 
from many years of working with generations of 
plants. I n the more than 100 years since, science 
has uncovered how nature passes genetic infor-
mation from generation to generation. 

Biotechnology can be defined almost literally 
as the technology of life. The field embraces a 
variety of techniques by which organisms ranging 
from man to micro-organisms can be altered. 
Biotechnology ranges from such straightforward 
methods as tissue culture and cloning existing 
cells, to the more esoteric recombinant DNA, or 
genetic engineering that changes the basic nature 
of cells. 

At present, tissue culture provides the most 
important application of biotechnology.2 The 
technique has long been known, but only within 
recent years has it gone into widespread use. For 
crops such as tomatoes, tobacco, potatoes and 
sugarcane, the use of tissue culture occurs rou-
tinely; however, for other crops, such as grains, 
the technique has yet to be successfully adopted. 
In essence, the operation involves taking a minute 
amount of tissue from a plant, placing it in an 
ideal artificial environment, and growing it to the 
desired stage of development. The final result 
may be a full grown plant, or the process can be 
stopped at any stage short of that. 

The benefits from tissue culture are enormous. 
For example, thousands of separate cell cultures 
can be started in a laboratory and subjected to 
some adverse variable such as drought. Those 
cultures surviving presumably would have stronger 
drought tolerance than others. A culture can be 
grown to a full size plant, providing selected 
material to plant breeders for use in developing 
new strains of crops. In addition, the genetic 
diversity observable in a laboratory of tissue 
cultures would require several acres if tested in 

'Robert Cooke, 'Engineering a New Agriculture," Technology Review 
(May/June 1982), p. 26. 
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field grown plants.3 Tissue culture has been 
especially helpful in forestry. Tree breeding histori-
cally has been a slow process taking several 
decades for the results of breeding experiments 
to be expressed. Tissue culture can speed up the 
process substantially. 

Genetic engineering has the potential to be-
come the most significant area of biotechnology, 
but it also is the most complex and controversial. 
Essentially it involves the introduction of genes 
to (or deletion from) an organism to give it some 
favorable characteristic that it can pass along to 
its descendants. The work done with tomatoes 
indicates how researchers may alter living cells to 
achieve some desired objective. Genetic transfer 
may allow researchers to engineer new plants 
with characteristics radically different from those 
now in existence. 

One novel manner of lookingat biotechnology 
is to consider it part of the on-going information 
revolution. The complexity of the information 
transfer process in biotechnology far exceeds 
that in computer technology. The transfer of 
genetic traits from parent to offspring is the 
passing of information between two succeeding 
generations, information that is more complexly 
coded than, anything man has yet to invent. This 
information tells each cell of the succeeding 
organism what purpose it has in life. 

When there is a breakdown in this transfer of 
information, the receiving organism will be altered 
from its parents. This alteration—a mutation—may 
be for better or worse, because the new entity 
could have some new desirable characteristic or 
some life threatening trait Mutations occur rather 
frequently in nature, sometimes altering species. 
As the environment changes, organisms without 
the proper genetic make-up die out, while those 
with favorable mutations or necessary traits survive. 

The science of biotechnology is concerned 
with assisting nature with the normal information 
transfer. Researchers take encoded information 
from one organism that has been broken down 
to its specific elements and insert it into other 
organisms. These entities then pass to their 
offspring not only the normal genetic information 
but also the added material that has then become 
part of the species characteristics. The advantage 
of biotechnology over natural transfers of genetic 
information is speed, plus the possibility of 

3Quick Book, Genetic Engineering of Plants California Agricultural 
Lands Project, 1982, 

adding desirable characteristics that might not 
otherwise be attainable. Mankind learned long 
ago that depending on nature alone for plant 
adaptation was a risky long term process. Even 
with science's help, traditional breeding programs 
often have taken years to pay off with new plants. 
Biotechnological applications someday could 
achieve successful transfer of desired genetic 
traits within months. 

Biotech's Development 
In 1971 the first company (Cetus) was formed 

in Berkeley, California to engage in commercial 
development of genetic engineering (see time 
chart). Widespread research was also beginning 
in university labs. In 1975 a group of the world's 
leading scientists met in Monterey, California to 
establish safety guidelines for laboratory experi-
ments in biotechnology. At the Asilomar Confer-
ence (as it became known) these scientists 
established strict laboratory rules and urged the 
scientific community to adopt these precautions. 
Later, the National Institutes of Health adopted 
the basic guidelines for all NI H-supported research 
and urged the voluntary complianceof all others. 

By the late seventies there were still only a few 
companies actively engaged in research in this 
field. One disincentive was the question of 
patentability of products. Firms were reluctant to 
spend the vast sums required unless they could 
retain control and reap the benefits from their 
developments. On June 16, 1980 this question 
was resolved when the U.S. Supreme Court 
concluded that laboratory creations could indeed 
be patented. Following this court decision, biotech 
firms multiplied rapidly in virtually every field of 
endeavor. Today well over 100 such firms exist, 
and many large established companies are con-
ducting in-house research. 

If there is any doubt that biotechnology is 
growing rapidly, consider these facts. From March 
1971 to February 1972 only eight listings appeared 
in the Readers Guide to Periodical Literature 
under the heading "genetic research." In that 
same period the listing "plant genetics" did not 
even exist. A decade later, there were 74 entries 
under genetic research and 19 under the title 
plant genetics (Chart 1). And perhaps an even 
better indicator of the growth of its commercial 
potential can be gained from the Business Peri-
odicals Index. In 1976 there were 18 listings 
under genetics but none for genetic engineering 
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1980 
First animal gene transplant. (Between mice 
at UCLA Medical Center.) 

1973 
First successful transfer of genetic material 
between organisms using recombinant DNA 

1975 
Agrigenetics incorporated 

1971 
First genetic engineering firms. 

1953 
DNA structure first proposed 

1921 
First commercial hybrid corn 

1906 
"Genetics" named by William Bateson 

1902 
Walter Sutton proposed the Chromosome 
Theory of Heredity, ¡.a, hereditary factors 
were located within chromosomes in the 
nucleus. 

1866 

Gregor Mendel—The first laws of genetics 

1981 
Invention of the "gene" machine. 

First successful cloning of a mammal(mouse). 

1983 
The first successful transfer of a bacterial or 
other gene into a plant cell. 
The first successful transfer of a foreign gene 
from one generation to another—a major break-
through in plant genetic engineering. 

Plant cells made to produce foreign proteins. 
Cetus Madison requests approval to field test 
genetically-altered plants. 
Scientists at University of California request 
approval to field test genetically-altered bac-
teria 
C IBA—GEIGY announces plan to construct 
agricultural biotechnology research center in 
North Carolina 

Campbell Soup and DNA Plant Technology 
field test genetically-engineered processing 
tomatoes. 

or genetic engineering firms. Five years later 
there were 40 listings under genetic engineering 
and 35 under genetic engineering firms. 

Genetics usually is thought of as complicated 
and technical, which probably accounts for the 
public's general lack of knowledge about it. At its 
simplest, however, it can be understood more 
readily. Every entity, plant or animal, is composed of 
building blocks called cells. Within each cell is an 
information system coded in a unique manner 
which, among other things, directs the cell to 
perform its primary function. For instance, the 
cells composing the stomach perform one duty, 
while brain cells perform another. Yet within 
every normal cell is all the information needed 
for the body to perform its functions. This infor-
mation is stored in thousands of units called 
genes inherited from the organism's parents. 

Genes do not set a precise characteristic but 
rather a range through which the environment 
also works to establish a trait. For example, genes 
provide a height range by which, under ideal 
conditions, the bearer will reach the upper limit 
of that range, but under less ideal conditions may 
be at the lower end of the range. Genes may 
someday be introduced that would provide the 
com plant with the capability of reaching 20 feet 
high, but inadequate moisture could well reduce 

the growth to no more than the ordinary five or 
six feet. 

Agricultural Impact 
The Agricultural Revolution began in the late 

19th century and has extended to the present 
During that period, thanks to plant breeding, 
mechanization, the development of commercial 
fertilizers, and the invention of pesticides, yields 
of most crops doubled or tripled. As a result, less 
farmland today feeds more people. 

As important and significant as the past 100 
years have been to agriculture, the industry 
stands today on the edge of still another revo-
lution. This new revolution will be the result of 
biotechnology, whose potential contr ibution 
to agriculture and a variety of other fields can 
hardly be overstated. Breeding of plants containing 
desired characteristics can be accelerated sub-
stantially. A variety of traits that have been 
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to aggre-
gate in single individuals through cross breeding 
may now be developed more easily. Over the 
next quarter century it is possible that agricul-
ture will undergo changes as far-reaching as 
any in its history. Those changes will affect both 
producers and consumers. 
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Chart 1 . Genetic Research Articles 
March 1973-February 1982 
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Biotechnology could aid commercial production 
of agricultural plants in several ways. The most 
important are nitrogen fixation, plant photo-
synthetic enhancement salt tolerance, improved 
plant varieties with increased protein content 
and resistance to diseases, insects, drought, and 
herbicides. Plants need nitrogen in orderto grow. 
Although nitrogen abounds in the air space 
within the soil, plants cannot use it directly. 
Bacteria that grow on leguminous plants' roots 
absorb nitrogen and, combining it with other 
substances, produce nitrates the plant can use. 
Nitrogen fertilizers are applied to supply this 
food element to plants lacking this capability. A 
growing problem with such fertilizers, however, 
is the increased pollution from run-off and the 
rising cost of fertilizers that use large amounts of 
natural gas. 

An improvement in the efficiency of plant 
photosynthesis also would represent a major 
development in agriculture. Plants presently con-
vert one percent of the absorbed energy from 
sunlight into sugars. If farmers could achieve a 
conversion rate of 2 percent, a plant might 
double its rate of growth.4 Obviously, acquiring 
that increase through ordinary breeding and 
selection would be a major task requiring many 

"Ray Vicker,"California College's Research Helps State Stay at the 
Forefront of Agricultural Developments," Wall Street Journal. January 
13, 1981, p. 54 

years. The transfer of a genetic trait for improved 
photosynthesis could have an immediate impact 
Even minute gains in conversion efficiency would 
enhance food and fiber production. 

Scientists have devoted considerable effort to 
breeding a high degree of salt tolerance into 
various food-producing plants. Genetic engineer-
ing should speed success in this area Because so 
few plants are tolerant of high salt concentrations, 
such as exist in sea water, traditional plant 
breeding techniques will be hard pressed to 
develop salt tolerance in a wide number of food-
producing plants in the near future. Genetic 
engineering, on the other hand, may be able to 
accomplish this goal. If researchers can identify 
the genes that enable certain plants to tolerate 
large amounts of salt, those genes could be 
transferred to commercial crops. The develop-
ment of the transfer technology is well underway; 
the major holdup is the ability to identify specific 
genes. 

What would increased salt tolerance mean to 
producers? Coastal land that has been unusable 
or of limited use could support a commercial 
crop. Worldwide, literally millions of acres of arid 
lands adjacent to saline water could be utilized for 
food production for the first t ime Within the 
Southeast, salt water encroachment into irrigation 
wells as fresh water is removed would be less of a 
problem if resistant plants were available. This 
single improvement would enable vast increases 
in world agricultural output. 

One project that may come to earlier fruition 
than many others is the effort to implant specific 
herbicide resistance into certain crops. A single 
gene transfer from a species with known resistance 
may provide the recipient plant with the desired 
protection. If so, this relatively simple project could 
prove to be a valuable shortcut to efficient weed 
and grass control. This would be a particular 
boon to southeastern crop production where 
frequent rainfall encourages luxuriant growth of 
undesirable plants. 

A clear implication of all of these potential 
innovations is that food and fiber production is 
likely to expand rapidly on a global basis. While 
that would be good news for producers who can 
get the jump on their competitors and be first to 
reap the benefits of increased output, the im-
mediate prospects are less bright for multitudes 
of marginal producers around the world. Those 
lacking the means to afford the probable high 
cost of the new genetically-engineered plants 
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may find the markets for their meager production 
swamped by the abundant supplies that can be 
produced with the advantages of new technology. 
Producers for export markets could also discover 
that new production in formerly uncultivatable 
areas has supplanted the need for products from 
abroad. In short, demand for agricultural pro-
duction is unlikely to grow as rapidly as output 
expands. The result would be additional dis-
locations of marginal producers who would be 
forced to search for other means of sustaining 
their livelihood. 

Most developed countries passed through a 
similar adjustment process when the new tech-
nology of farm mechanization reduced the 
number of producers required to produce food 
and fiber for the population. Although the process 
was not without pain, most former farm workers 
eventually found jobs manufacturing products 
that enabled standards of living to rise for the 
whole populace. The capabilities offered through 
new biotechnology could eventually produce 
similar favorable transitions in regions of the 
world where food production currently strains 
and often fails to meet the needs of the popu-
lation. 

How Close is the Future? 
How close are we to some of these capabilities? 

One area of research in nitrogen fixation may 
have an early payoff. Allied Chemical is trying to 
increase the efficiency of nitrogen fixation in 
soybeans. Since soybeans naturally fix nitrogen, 
this should be accomplished with greater ease 
than in other non-fixing plants such as corn 
(Chart 2). With corn, it may take a decade or 
more before seed stock of strains with nitrogen 
fixing capabilities are commercially available. 
Research has begun in this area, however, and 
some results could occur soon. Biotechnica Inter-
national, for example, recently requested per-
mission to field test alfalfa with a modified strain 
of the bacteria responsible for nitrogen fixation. 
However, corn is probably the crop for which 
nitrogen fixation has the greatest interest and 
potential because of the vast quantities of nitrogen 
fertilizer applied by producers to attain current 
high yields. Some observers caution that corn 
plants that fix their own nitrogen are likely to lose 

'Agriculture 2000: A Look at the Future, a study by Columbus Division. 
Batelle Memorial Institute, Batelle Press, Columbus, Ohio, 1983. p. 53 

as much as 30 percent of their yield potential.5 If 
the use of relatively expensive commercial fertilizer 
could be avoided or sharply reduced, however, 
cost reductions could well outweigh losses in 
crop output. Fertilizer prices could influence the 
tradeoff at any given time. The early benefits 
would probably accrue to farmers who could 
reduce their cost of production and shield them-
selves from the risks of high costs and uncertain 
availability of future nitrogen supplies tied to 
volatile petroleum markets. 

In other instances, the future is indeed now. 
Consider, for instance, the application by two 
University of California scientists to test genetically 
altered microorganisms that can protect plants 
from frost until temperatures drop well below 
normal frost levels.6 Chemically altered bacteria 
have already performed such a feat, but the 
scientists believe they have developed a modified 
bacteria with this desired capability that repro-
duces itself. Their goal is to let the bacteria 
multiply naturally and perform its intended task. 

In addition, both public and private insti-
tutions are engaged in biotechnological research 
for the improvement of plants. Cetus Madison, a 
division of possibly the largest biotech firm in the 
United States, has requested permission to field 
test a variety of genetically altered crops including 
potatoes, tomatoes, cotton, tobacco, and soy-
beans.7 As more money and energy are devoted 
to this research, minor plant improvements could 

-Federal Register. Vol. 48. No. 106, June 1, 1983, p. 9441. 
'Ibid. Vol. 48, No. 44, March 4, 1983, p. 9441. 
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be announced in the near future. More important 
breakthroughs in plant genetics will take longer, 
yet additional major developments could occur 
within the present decade. 

Many companies are understandably reluctant 
to reveal their specific areas of research, including 
the plants involved. The International Plant Re-
search Institute reportedly is working on salt 
tolerance in plants; Calgene on herbicide resis-
tance in cotton, Agrigenetics on a variety of 
plants; and Cetus Madison on cotton and tobacco, 
among others. Calgene's president, Norman Gold-
farb, has said his firm is aiming for an herbicide-
resistant cotton plant to be commercially available 
by 1989.8 

Plant research is not limited solely to the 
genetic engineering firms. Scientists at Stanford 
and Cornell Universities have applied to field 
test genetically altered corn, tomato, and tobacco 
plants.9 Many other laboratory projects have yet 
to reach the point of field testing. And neither is 
all research occurring in the United States; both 

"Wal l Street Journa l , May 10, 1983, p. 6. 

Europe and Japan have invested large sums in 
biotechnology. 

Within the Southeast, biotechnological activity 
related to agriculture has been limited. In Sep-
tember, North Carolina state officials announced 
that CIBA-GEIGY will construct an agricultural 
biotechnology center at the Research Triangle 
Park near Raleigh, the center of the state's high-
tech industries. The company, a major producer 
of chemical and agricultural products, plans 
research in plant biology to develop new products. 

In Mississippi, Delta and Pine Land Company 
has commissioned the Cetus Madison Corporation 
to conduct research using genetic engineering to 
improve cotton yields. 

A project at North Carolina State University is 
focusing on tissue culture of tobacco cells. The 
first goal is to identify tobacco cells resistant to a 
disease-causing fungal toxin. These cells are then 
placed in a growth medium and developed into 
plants. Eventually the plants will be used to 
develop a new disease-resistant variety of tobacco 
plant for farmers. 

At Louisiana State University, work in tissue 
culture of rice and sugarcane is underway. One 
project concerns an attempt to develop a strain 
of rice not prone to lodging (flattening after 
inclement weather). In addition, research with 
sugarcane is proceeding to develop a technique 
for identifying plants with a particular virus. 

University of Georgia professors are engaged 
in research involving tissue culture and recom-
binant DNA. The work underway ranges from 
forestry to commercial field crops. Perhaps most 
advanced is the work involving tissue culture of 
trees. At Georgia and at many other southern 
universities, research also is underway in other 
fields of biotechnology. 

In other regions, developments are occurring 
that ultimately will affect farmers and consumers 
everywhere. For example, a group of major 
companies is sponsoringa Biotechnology Institute 
at Cornell University. The group will provide $2.5 
million dollars over a six year period. Kellogg, a 
major food processing company, invested $10 
million in Agrigenetics Corporation^ biotech 
firm devoted to agricultural research, in 1982. 
Kellogg hopes to develop strains of oats, rice, and 
wheat that have high protein content and mini-
mize fertilizer use. Two companies with products 

9Federal Register, Vol. 47, No. 184, September 22, 1982, p. 41925. 
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Agricultural research areas in which 
biotechnology may prove valuable: 

Nitrogen fixation in commercial crops 
Plant photosynthet ic enhancement 
Improved protein in oilseeds 
Improved salt water tolerance 
Plant varieties with increased disease, 

insect, herbicide resistance 
Drought resistant plants 
New methods of producing agricultural 

inputs 
Reduced t ime for new plant 

development. 
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A partial list of biotech companies with 
Phytogen, Pasadena, Ca. 
Molecular Genetics, Edina, Minn. 
International Plant 

Research Institute, San Carlos, C a 
Cetus Madison, Berkeley, C a 
Genentech, San Francisco 

agricultural research underway includes: 
Calgene, Davis, Ca. 
Agrigenetics, Denver. 
Advanced Genetic 

Sciences, Greenwich, Conn. 
Biotechnica 

International, Cambridge, Mass. 

In addit ion to biotech firms, a number of major companies connected with agriculture have 
their own programs. A partial list includes: 
Monsanto, St. Louis. Allied Chemical, Morristown, N. Y. 
CIBA-GEIGY, Greensboro, N. C. Eli Lilly, Indianapol is 
Du Pont, Wilmington, Del. Merck, Rahway, N. J. 

for the agricultural industry, Monsanto and Du 
Pont, also are becoming heavily involved in 
biotechnology—Monsanto through a $20 million 
investment in Biogen, Du Pont through the 
establishment of its own biotech program in 
1980. Many other companies are conducting 
biotechnological research. Clearly, the majority of 
those engaged in research are not concerned solely 
with agriculture, but breakthroughs in any area 
are likely to have spillover effects in agriculture 
as well. 

A published 1981 estimate of expenditures by 
a few major companies suggests that approxi-
mately $450 million was budgeted for long-term 
agricultural research involving areas such as ni-
trogen fixation.10 And in that same year Agri-
genetics, based in Denver, is reported to have 
spent $19 million on research. The government 
also is actively involved in biotechnological re-
search. In 1979, for instance, the USDA had 
approximately $5 million invested in this field, 
the National Institutes of Health was funding 
717 separate projects while the National Science 
Foundation had 194 active grants involving genetic 
engineering. More recently, in 1983, the NSF 
spent $43 million on basic plant science research. 
A division of USDA, the Cooperative State Research 
Service, supplied $9 million through grants and 
funding for biotechnological research from 1980 
through 1982. This money was utilized by uni-
versities and agricultural experiment stations. 

'""Chip Off the Old Block," Forbes, March 2, 1981, p. 94. 
"Mari lyn Chase, "After Slow Start, Gene Machines Approach a Period of 

State experiment stations are also believed to be 
funding biotech research at approximately $45 
million. 

The Technology 
Typically, a new technology involves a function 

that only a few skilled individuals can perform. As 
time passes, the technology is transformed so 
that less skilled individuals can perform the same 
function, increasing the supply of the product 
Biotechnology seems to be following the same 
pattern. As it slowly developed in the 1970s, only 
a few highly trained scientists could perform the 
experiments necessary for research and develop-
ment By 1980, when the Supreme Courts favorable 
ruling on patents encouraged genetic engineering, 
more researchers had become sufficiently skilled 
to undertake the research. Applications were 
further enhanced in 1981 with the development 
of a"gene machine" that can be programmed to 
construct segments of DNA for insertion into 
genes. Previously, that process could be done 
only by the painstaking work of highly skilled 
scientists.11 The gene machine" reduced the 
time and cost of gene construction by an esti-
mated 80 percent In addition to the obvious 
economic efficiency, the machine makes it much 
easier and faster for firms to undertake genetic 
engineering research. 

Fast Growtti and Steady Profits," Wall Street Journal, December 13, 
1983, p. 33. 
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Summary 
Civilization stands on the edge of a biological 

revolution that seems likely to affect virtually 
every area of the environment. Science already 
has succeeded in altering both plants and micro-
organisms. Some altered plants are in various 
stages of laboratory testing and some are even 
ready for field testing. Micro-organisms also have 
been created or altered to perform new functions 
or to perform old ones better. The implications of 
these accomplishments are tremendous. 

In terms of agriculture, the Southeast may be 
one of the first areas to benefit from biotech-
nology because much of the research deals with 
high value per acre crops such as cotton and 
tobacco. Among row crops, the soybean, a major 
southeastern product, isa leadingtarget of study. 
It appears that the impact of biotechnology on 
crops will come in two primary areas, cost and 

yield. Reducing fertilizer and pesticide require-
ments will lower production costs, while yield 
increases may result primarily from improving 
photosynthetic efficiency. 

When should farmers see the results of plant 
genetic research? Given the large amount of 
resources committed to the area, and the rapid 
strides made within the last year (see time chart, 
1983), the first significantly genetically altered 
plants could be available commercially before 
1990. By 1987, a number of plants with minor 
improvements could reach the marketplace. 
Within 20 years major breakthroughs in nitrogen-
fixation of non-legumes are likely. Certainly within 
the next quarter to half century, agriculture will 
experience major change. 

—W. Gene Wilson 
and Gene D. Sullivan 
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